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LII

ON EQUATIONS OF THE FIFTH DEGREE:
AND EXPECIALLY ON A CERTAIN SYSTEM OF 

EXPRESSIONS CONNECTED WITH THOSE EQUATIONS, 
WHICH PROFESSOR BADANO* HAS LATELY PROPOSED

Read 4 August 1842.
[Trans. Roy. Irish Acad. vol. xιx (1843), pp. 329-76.]1. Lagrange j∙ has shown that if α be a given root of the equation 

an-l _|_ αn-2 + ... + (χ2 + a+ 1 = 0,
n being a prime factor of m, and if μ denote for abridgment the quotient 1.2.3 ... m
then the function t = x' + αx" + cc2x"' + ... + txm-1χ^has only μ different values, corresponding to all possible changes of arrangement of the 
m quantities x',x", ...,χtm∖ which may be considered as the roots of a given equation of the wth degree, xm _ ^xm-ι + βxm-2 _ cxm-3 + ... = 0 ;and that if the development of the nth power of this function be reduced, by the help of the equation an _ j(and not by the equation ccn~1 + &c. = 0,) to the form

tn = ξ(θ> + αξ' + a2ξ" +... + 0in-ψn-v,then this power tn itself has only - different values, and the term £(0) has onlv — such 
n b j n(w-l)values, or is a root of an equation of the degree1.2.3 ...mτz(π-1) fl.2.3...^jnof which equation the coefficients are rational functions of the given coefficients A, B,C, &c.; while ξ',ξ", ...,ξ(n~r> are the roots of an equation of the degree n— 1, of which the coefficients can be expressed rationally in terms of ξ(θ) and of the same original coefficients A,... of the given equation in x.

* Nuove Ricerche sulla Risoluzione Generale dette Equazioni Algebriche del P. Gerolamo Badano, Carmelitano scalzo, Professore di Matematica nella R. Universita di Genova. Genova, Tipografia Ponthenier, 1840.f [Œuvres de Lagrange (Serret, Paris), vol. in (1859), pp. 205-421 (Reflexions sur la resolution algébrique des equations, p. 323 et seq.) and vol. vιπ (1869), p. 295 (Note XIII, Sur le Resolution des équations algébriques).]
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LII. ON EQUATIONS OF THE FIFTH DEGREE 5732. For example, if there be given an equation of the sixth degree,
xg — Ax5 + Bxi — Cx3 + Dx2 — Ex + F = 0,of which the roots are denoted by x,, x", x"', xτv, xv, xvl, and if we form the function 
t = x' + ocx" + a,2x'" + α⅛1 v + a⅛v + a⅛vl,in which a = — 1 ; we shall then havem = 6, n = 2, μ = ⅛o = 2O, ^=10, -~μ ,-=10;’ ’ λ- 36 ’ n > n(n-l)and the function t will have twenty different values, but its square will have only ten. And if, by using only the equation α2= 1, and not the equation α= — 1, we reduce the development of this square to the form _ ξ(o) + 0cξ'the term ξ(θ) will itself be a ten-valued function of the six quantities x', ...,xvl∙, and ξ' will be a rational function of ξ(θ) and A, namely,ξ' = A2-ξ<0>.3. Again, if with the same meanings of x,, . ..,xvl, we form t by the same expression as before, but suppose α to be a root of the equationα2 + α + 1 = 0,then ra=6, n = 3, μ = 7^ = 90, - = 30, — — -- = 15;

r 8 n n(w-l)so that the function t will now have 90 different values, but its cube will have only 30; and if that cube be reduced, by the equation α3= 1, to the formi3 = ξ(°) + αξ' + α2ξ",then ξ(θ) will be a root of an equation of the fifteenth degree, while ξ' and ξ" will be the roots of a quadratic equation, the coefficients of this last equation being rational functions of ξ(θ), and of the given coefficients A, &c.4. And if, in like manner, we consider the case
m = 5, n = 5, μ=120, ^ = 24=, μ = 6, 

n n[n-1)so that x,,..., xv are the roots of a given equation of the fifth degree 
x5 — Axi + Bx3 — Cx2 + Dx -E = 0,and t = x' + ocx" + oc2x'" + <x3x1 v + aAx v,in which α is a root of the equation α4 + α3 + α2 + α + 1 = 0,then the function i has itself 120 different values, but its fifth power has only 24; and if this fifth power be put under the formi5 = ξ(0) + αξ' + α2ξ∕' + a3ξ∕∕∕ + a4ξIVjby the help of the equation a5 = 1, then ξ(θ) is a root of an equation of the sixth degree, of which the coefficients are rational functions of A, B, C, D, E, while ξ', ξ", ξ"', ξlv, are the roots of an equation of the fourth degree, of which the coefficients are rational functions of the same given coefficients A, &c., and of ξ(θ).
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574 LII. ON EQUATIONS OF THE FIFTH DEGREE5. Lagrange has shown that these principles explain the success of the known methods for resolving quadratic, cubic, and biquadratic equations; but that they tend to discourage the hope of resolving any general equation above the fourth degree, by any similar method. And in fact it has since* been shown to be impossible to express any root of any general equation, of the fifth or any higher degree, as a function of the coefficients of that equation, by any finite combination of radicals and rational functions. Yet it appears to be desirable to examine into the validity and import of an elegant system of radical expressions which have lately been proposed by Professor Badano of Genoa, for the twenty-four values of Lagrange’s function t5 referred to in the last article; and to inquire whether these new expressions are adapted to assist in the solution of equations of the fifth degree, or why they fail to do so.6. In order to understand more easily and more clearly the expressions which are thus to be examined, it will be advantageous to begin by applying the method by which they are obtained to equations of lower degrees. And first it is evident that the general quadratic
et!uatiθn tf-Ax+B = 0,has its roots expressed as follows : χ> _ α + β χ∣∣ -0i- β∙

a not here denoting any root of unity, but a rational function of the coefficients of the given equation (namely ∣A), and β2 being another rational function of those coefficients (namely∣A2- B); because by the general principles of article 1, when m = 2 and n = 2, we have - = 1, 
nso that the function (x, — x")2 is symmetric, as indeed it is well known to be.7. Proceeding to the cubic equation

x3-Ax2 + Bx-C = Q, and seeking the values of the function
t3=(x' + θx' + θix'")3,in which θ is such that θ2 + θ + 1 = 0,we know first, by the same general principles, that the number of these values is two, because- = 2, when m = 3, n = 3. And because these values will not be altered by adding any commonterm to the three roots x',x",xm, it is permitted to treat the sum of these three roots as vanishing, or to assume that χ> + χ* + χm _ θ.that is, to reduce the cubic equation to the form

x'3+px, + q = 0.In other words, the function t3 = (x1 + θx2 + θ2x3)3,in which x1, x2, x3 are the three roots of the equation with coefficients A, B, C, will depend on those coefficients, only by depending on p and q, if these two quantities be chosen such that we shall have identically
x3 — Ax 2 + Bx — C = (x — ⅜A)3 + p(x — ∣A ) + q.8. This being perceived, and xn and x"' being seen to be the two roots of the quadraticequation x"2 + x'xn + x'2+p = Q,* [See L.]
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LII. ON EQUATIONS OF THE FIFTH DEGREE 575which is obtained by dividing the cubic
x"3 +px" — x'3-px, = 0,by the linear factor x" — x'; we may, by the theory of quadratics, assume the expressions 
x'' = oc + β, x", = a,- β,provided that we make α = — ⅜a∕, β2 = -⅜x'2-p,that is, provided that we establish the identity

(x" — α)2 — β2 = x"2 + x'x" + x'2+p.And, substituting for x', x", x"', their values as functions of α and β, and reducing by the equation θ2 + θ + 1 = 0, we find i3 = {-3α+(0-02)∕7}3 = α' + ∕7'jin which a' = — 27a(a2 — β2), β'2 = — 27∕∕2(9a2 — β2)2.But a and β2 are rational functions of x' and p; and substituting their expressions as such, we find corresponding expressions for α' and β'2, namely,
a,' = ^x∖x'2-}-p), β'2 = ^-(3x'2 + 4p) (3a∕2+∕>)2.9. Finally, x' is such that x'3+px' = — q;and it is found on trial to be possible by this condition to eliminate x' from the expressions for α' and β'2, obtained at the end of the last article, and so to arrive at these other expressions, which are rational functions of p and q∙.

ot,' = — ¾⅛, β'2 = ¾-(27⅛2 + 4p3).In this manner then it might have been discovered, what has long been otherwise known, that the function t3 is a root of the auxiliary quadratic equation(i3)2+27<∕(i3)-27p3 = 0.And because the same method gives(a/ + θx" + θ2x'") (x' + θ2x" + θx,") = 9α2 + 3/?2 = - 3p, we should obtain the known expressions for the three roots of the cubic equationa∕3+pa∕ + <∕-0,_ 1 p , P >t θ2t θp m θt θ2punder the forms: x =- — -, χ = —-----β, x = y--- 7~'>which are immediately verified by observing that, «■-. θ,<-∙
The foregoing method therefore succeeds completely for equations of the third degree.10. In the case of the biquadratic equation, deprived for simplicity of its second term,namely, x'i+px'2 + qx, + r = 0,so that the sum of the four roots vanishes,

xf + x" + x'" + xly = 0,
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576 LII. ON EQUATIONS OF THE FIFTH DEGREEwe may consider x", x"', zιv, as roots of the cubic equation
x"3 + x'x"2 + (x'2+p)x" + x'3+px, + q = 6∙,and this may be put under the form

(x" — α)3 — 3η(x" — a) — 2e = 0,of which the roots (by the theory of cubic equations) may be expressed as follows:
x" = α + β + γ, x", = a, + θβ+ θ2γ, x1n = <x + Θ2β + θy,

β, γ, and θ, being such as to satisfy the conditions
^3 + γ3 = 2e, βy = ηi θ2 + 0+1=0.Comparing the two forms of the cubic equation in x", we find the relations

x, = — 3α, a√2 + p = 3(α2-η), x'3+px'+ q=-a,3 + 3ocη-2e-,which give oc=-⅜x', η= -⅜(2x'2+3p), e = — ⅛(20x'3+18px' + 27^).Thus, any rational function of the four roots of the given biquadratic can be expressed rationally in terms of cc,β,y, while α, βy, and β3 + γ3, are rational functions of x,,p, g; and the function 
x'4+px'2 + qx, may be changed, wherever it occurs, to the given quantity — r.11. With these preparations it is easy to express, as follows, the function (z'-√' + a√'-αiV)2,which the general theorems of Lagrange, already mentioned, lead us to consider. Denoting it by 42, we have 2 = ( _ 2α + θβ + Θ2y)2 = α' + 0yff' + θ2y, ;in which α'= 4α2 + 2∕fy, β, = y2-⅛ccβ, γ' = β2 — 4aγ:and the three values of z are the three roots of the cubic equation (2 - α')3 - 3t∕'(2 - a') - 2e' = 0;in which a' = 4a2 + 2τ∕,

rf = β,y' = γβ + 16a2τ∕ — 8ae,
e' = ∣(^'3 + γ'3) = 2e2 -η3- 12a,eη + 48a2τ∕2 — 64a3e.Substituting for a, η, e, their values, as functions of x', p, q, we find α'= -jp;τf = ⅜(- 12x'4- 12px'2- 12qx, +p2)∙,

e' = -^i(12px'4 + 72p2a√2 + 12pqx' + 21 q2 + 2p3) ;and eliminating x', by the condition
x'4+px'2 + qx, = —r,we obtain y = |(12r+^2);e' = ⅛( _ 72pr + 27ç2 + 2p3).The auxiliary cubic in z becomes therefore(2 + ∣p)3 - ∣(12r+p2} {z + jp) + 217-(72pr- 21 q2 - 2p3) = 0;that is 23 + 2pz2 + (p2 — 4r)z — q2 = 0;
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LII. ON EQUATIONS OF THE FIFTH DEGREE 577and if its three roots be denoted by z', z", z"', in an order such that we may write
z' = ∣(a∕ + x" — x"' — zlv)2 = α' + β' + γ', 
z" = ⅛(√ - x" + √" - xιv)2 = α' + θβ' + 02γ', z"' = i(x' - X" - x"' + χIV)2 = a' + 02ytf' + θyywe may express the four roots of the biquadratic equation under known forms, by means of the square roots of z', z", z,", as follows:z'=+⅛≠' + ⅛≠'' + ⅛≠''',^=+⅜≠,-⅜≠"-⅜≠z",

τlτ = - ∣√z' - ⅛√z' + J√z"'.It may be noticed also that the present method gives for the product of these three square roots, the expression:
βz'. λJz" . y∕z," = ⅜(rc' + x" — x'" — æIV) (x, — x" + x"' — æIV) {x' — x" — a/" + rrlv)= ( — 2α + β + γ) ( — 2α + θβ + 02y) ( — 2a + θ2β + θy) = — 8a3 + 6ocη + 2e= —q;a result which may be verified by observing that, by the expressions given above for α', ηf, e', in terms of α, η, e, we have the relation

z'z"z!n = α'3 — 3ab∕' + 2e' = ( — 8a3 + 6aτ∕ + 2e)2.12. In this manner, then, it might have been discovered that the four roots x1, x2, x3, x4, 
of the general biquadratic equation

x4 — Ax3 + Bx2 -Cx + D = 0,are the four values of an expression of the form α + β + y + δ, in which, α, β2 + γ2 + δ2, βyδ, and ∕∕2γ2 + γ2^2 + δ2β2, are rational functions of the coefficients A, B, C, D, and may be determined as such by comparison with the identical equation
(<x + β + γ + δ-oc)4-2(β2 + γ2 + δ2) (α+β + γ + δ - α)2 + (β2 + γ2 + δ2)2

— ⅛βyδ(cc + β + y + δ-a) + 4(∕72γ2 + y2δ2 + δ2β2),of which each member is an expression for the square of 2(βy + yδ + δβ}. It might have been perceived also that any three quantities, such as here β2, γ2, δ2, which are the three roots of a given cubic equation, may be considered as the three values of an expression of the form 
ą. β' + y,, in which, α', β'y', and β'3 + γ'3 are rational functions of the coefficients of thatgiven equation, and may have their forms determined by comparison with the identity,

(α' + ytf' + γ' _ α')3 _ 3^'γ'(a' + β' + y' _ a') _ β'3 _ γ'3 = Q.And finally that any two quantities which, as here β'3 and γ'3, are the two roots of a given quadratic equation, are also the two values of an expression of the form α" +β", in which α" and β"2 may be determined by comparing the given equation with the following identical form> (α" + β" - a")2 - β"2 = 0.Let us now endeavour to apply similar methods of expression to a system of five arbitrary quantities, or to an equation of the fifth degree.13. Let, therefore, x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, be the five roots of the equation
x5- Ax4 + Bx3- Cx2 + Dx- jF = 0, (1)

37 H & I
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578 LII. ON EQUATIONS OF THE FIFTH DEGREEand let x', x", x,", xls, xv, be the five roots of the same equation when deprived of its secondterm, or put under the fox∙m x∙*+px'z + qx't + rx'+ s = 0, (2)so that x' + x'' + irw + iclv + xv = O, (3)and x1 = x' + jA, x2 = x" + jA, &c. (4)Dividing the equation of the fifth degreex"5 — x'5+p(x"3 — x'3) + q(x"2 — x'2) + r(x" — x') = 0, (5)by the linear factor x" -x,, we obtain the biquadratica/'4 + x'x"3 + (x'2 + p)x"2 + (x'3+px' + q) x" + x'4+pχ'2 + qx' + r = 0, (6)of which the four roots are x", x",, xιv, xv. Hence, by the theory of biquadratic equations, we may employ the expressions:
x'' = ot+β + γ + δ, x"' = cc + β-γ-δ, xrv = a,-β + γ-δ, xv = oc-β-γ + δ∙ (7) provided that α, β, γ, δ are such as to satisfy, independently of xn, the condition:

(x" -cc)4-2(β2 + γ2 + δ2) (x" -α)2- 8βγδ(x"-a)+β4 + γ4 + δ4- 2(β2γ2 + γ2δ2 + δ2β2)
= x"4 + æ'æ"3 + (x'2 + p) x"2 + (x'3+px' + q) χ" + χ'4+pχ'2 + qχ, + r; (8)which decomposes itself into the four following :— 4a = x, ;+ 6a2- 2(β2 + y2 + δ2} = x'2 + p^,— 4a3 + 4a(/?2 + γ2 + δ2) — 8βyδ = x'3+px'+ q∙, . (9)+ a4 - 2<x2∖β2 + γ2 + δ2) + 8ocβγδ + (β2 + γ2 + δ2)2 - 4(β2γ2 + γ2δ2 + δ2β2)

= x'4 + px'2 + qx' + r;and, therefore, conducts to expressions for a, β2 + γ2 + δ2, βyδ, and β2y2 + y2δ2 + δ2β2, as rational functions of x', p, q, r. Again, by the theory of cubic equations, we may write:
β2=e + κ + λ, γ2 = e + θκ + 02λ, δ2 = e + Θ2κ + θλ, (10)in which θ is a root of the equation 02 +0+1 = 0, (11)while e, κλ, and x3 + λ3 are symmetric functions of β2, γ2, δ2. Making, for abridgment,

βγδ = Υ∣, κλ = L, (12)we have, by (10) and (11), κ3 + Λ3 = τ∕2 — e3 + 3eq (13)and β2 + γ2 + δ2=3e, β2γ2 + γ2δ2 + δ2β2 = 3(e2- i); (14)and, therefore, by (9), — 4a = x'; 6(a2-e) =x'2+p;— 4a3+ 12ae-8η = x'3+px' + ç; . (15)a4 — 6a2e + 8ocη — 3e2 + 12ι = x'4+pχ'2 + qχ, + r;,conditions which give a=-⅛√j 
e = ~τs^x'2 + 8pβ,
V= ~ β⅛(5«'3 + + ⅝,) ; v
ι = + τ⅛4 ( 10x'4 + 1 lpx'2 + 9qx' +p2+ 12r).j
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LII. ON EQUATIONS OF THE FIFTH DEGREE 579Thus, α, e, η, and t, on the one hand, are rational functions of x', p, q, r ; and, on the other hand, 
x', x", x"', xιv, xv may be considered as functions, although not entirely rational, of α, e, η, ι. In fact, if these four last quantities (denoted to help the memory by four Greek vowels) be supposed to be given, and if, by extraction of a square root and a cube root, a value of κ be found, which satisfies the auxiliary equationκ6-(τ∕2-e3 +3ei)κ3 + 63 = 0, (17)and then a corresponding value of λ by the condition κλ = ι, we shall have ± β by extraction of another square root, since β2 = e + κ + λ∙, and may afterwards, by the extraction of a third square root, either find + γ from the expression γ2 = e + θκ + θ2λ, and deduce 8 from the product 
βy8 = η, oτ else find ± (y + £) from the expression(γ + i)2 = 2e-∕f-λ + ⅛ (18)and may then treat x", x,,', xrv, xv, as the four values oι oc + β + γ + 8, while x' = — 4α. Hence any function whatever of the five roots of the general equation (1) of the fifth degree may be considered as a function of the five quantities A, <x, e, η, i; and if, in the expression of that function, the values (16) be substituted for α, e, η, ι, so as to introduce in their stead the quantities x', p, q, r, it is permitted to make any simplifications of the result which can be obtained from the relation (2), by changing x'5 + px'3 + qx'2 + rx', wherever it occurs, to the known quantity — 5.14. Consider then the twenty-four-valued function, referred to in a former article, and suggested (as Lagrange has shewn) by the analogy of equations of lower degrees ; namely, t5, in which t = χ1 + ω%2 + oj2x3 + ω⅛4 + ω4a⅛, (19)and ω4 + ω3 + ω2 + ω+1 = 0; (20)
ω here (and not α) denoting an imaginary fifth root of unity, so thatω5=l. (21)Observing, that by (4) and (20), x1, &c. may be changed in (19) to x,, &c.; and distinguishing among themselves the 120 values of the function t be employing the notation

tabcde = ω⅛ta> + ω4τ(δ) + ω3xw + ω2xw + ω⅛fe∖ (22)which gives, for example, £12345 = %' + ω4x" + ω3x"' + ω2x1v + ωχΓ; (23)we shall have, on substituting for x, its value - 4α, and for æ", x,", xlv, χv their values (7), the system of the twenty-four expressions following :
^12345 = ^^' ÷ Bβ + Gy + D8',' 
ii3254 = -5cc + Bβ-Cγ-D8;^i4523~ -5cc-Bβ + Cy-D8∙,£15432 = - 5α — Bβ — C'y + D8,,i 
£12453 = — ÷ By + C8 + Dβ,'
£14235 = ~ 5<x + By — C8 — Dβ ;
£---+- (25) 
i,15324 — T —

*13542= — — — + J

37-2
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580 LII. ON EQUATIONS OF THE FIFTH DEGREE^i2534 — — 5α + Bδ + Cβ + Dy,'

^15243 = — + — —t __ _ + _ <26>
t13425 - τ

^14352~ — — — + J

^12354 ~ — ⅛<x *b ^f Cδ ^t^ Dy,
^13245= — + — —- (27)
i,15423 ~ -t- —

^14532= — — — + i

^12543 = - ÷ ÷ ÷ Dβ ;,

^15234= — ÷ — —«--- + - (28)
t14325- ·

^13452= — — — + ,^i2435 = ~ 5α + By + Cβ -t- Dδ ; '
^14253~ — + — —

t — - + _ <29)

®15342= - -' ~ ÷ >in which we have made, for abridgment,
B = ω4 + ω3 — ω2 — ω,'

C = ω4-ω3 + ω2-ω, ∙ (30)
D = ωi-ω3-ω2 + ω.jBut also, by (22) and (21), tbcdea ^ι^abcde'> ^,bcdea ^abcde^ (31)making then t3abcd = Tabcd, (32)the twenty-four values of the function i5 will be those of the function T which arise from arranging in all possible ways the four indices 2, 3, 4, 5; that is, they are the fifth powers of the twenty-four expressions (24)...(29). It is required, therefore, to develop these fifth powers, and to examine into their composition.15. For this purpose it is convenient first to consider those parts of any one such power, which are common to the three other powers of the same group, (24) or (25), <fcc., and, therefore, to introduce the consideration of six new functions, determined by the following definition:

^abc ⅛(^2αδc + r^a2cb ^f ^^bc2a +τcba2y, (33)which gives, for example,F345 = ( _ 5α)δ + 60( - 5a,)2BCDβyδ + 10{( - 5α)3 + '2BCDβyδ} (B2β2 + C2γ2 + D2δ2)+ 5( - 5α) (£4/?4 + C4y4 + Z>M4 + 6B2C2β2γ2 + 6C2D2v2δ2 + βD2B2δ2β2) ; (34)this being (as is evident on inspection) the part common to the four functions T12345, ‰54, 774523, ^5432’ or fθ the fifth powers of the four expressions in the group (24). By changing β, γ, δ, first to γ, δ, β, and afterwards to δ, β, γ, the expression (34) for I345 will be changed successively to those for ^453 and J534> which, therefore, it is unnecessary to write; and fz354, F543, 1435, may be
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LII. ON EQUATIONS OF THE FIFTH DEGREE 581formed, respectively, from ‰ ⅞53, ‰ by interchanging γ and δ. Or, after substituting in (34) for β2, y2, δ2, their values (10), and writing η for βyδ, it will only be necessary to multiply 
κ by θ, and λ by θ2, wherever they occur, in order to change J7345 to K53; and to repeat this process, in order to change I453 to Ę34: while F345, Ę53, Ę34, will be changed, respectively, to ^354’ Ę43, F435, by interchanging θ and θ2, or κ and Λ.16. In this manner it is not difficult to perceive that we may write^345I453= δr ÷ ÷ V5^ = g + Θ2h + Θi, (35)and F354 = ∕ + A' + √, V543 = g,+ θh'+ θ2i', Vi35 = g'+ θ2h'+ ΘΪ, (36)in which,

g-g' = (- 5oc)5 + 60( — 5α)2 ηBCD + 10{( — 5α)3 + 2∕ηBCD} e(B2 + C2 + D2)+ 5( - 5α) e2(B4 + Ci + D* + 6C2D2 + 6D2B2 + 6B2C2)+ 10( - 5α) √B4 + C4 + Z)4 - 3C2D2 - 3D2B2 - 3B2C2); (37)
h = kκ + lλ2, i = k,λ + l,κ2- h, = kλ + lκ2, i'= k'κ + l'λ2∙, (38)

k = 10{( - 5a)3 + 2ηBCD} (B2 + ΘC2 + Θ2D2}+10( - 5a) e(B4 + 6>C4 + Θ2D* - 3C2D2 - 3ΘD2B2 - 3fl2B2C2) ; . (39)
I = 5( - 5a) (B4 + ΘCi + θ2Di + QC2D2 + 6ΘD2B2 + 602B2C2) ;and k', 1’ are formed from k, I, by interchanging θ and θ2. Hence also, by the same properties of e, rη, ι, which were employed in deducing these equations, we have:

hh' = k2c + l2ι2 + kl(η2 — e3 + 3et) ; 1r (40)Λ3 + h'3 = 2(3k2 - 12l) Ù2 + {k2 + 3Z2i) k{τ∣2 - e3 + 3eι) + Z3(τ∕2 - e3 + 3êa)2;J and ii,, i3 + i'3 have corresponding expressions, obtained by accenting k and I.17. If then we make g = Hl+βH2, g, = H1-βH2, (41)Λ3 + λ'3 = 2Hr3, Λ3-λ'3 = 2√¾ (42)i'3 + i8 = 2¾, i'8→8 = 2√firβ5 (43)we see that the six functions V may be expressed by the help of square-roots and cube-roots, in terms of these six quantities H, by means of the following formulae:r345=¾+√⅞+^⅛+√⅞+- √¾ ;
Vi^ = H-i-∖-^H2 +θr^H2 ++■ (a)
Γ531 = H1 + √¾ + ⅛iV7∕3 + √W1 + 0√fiV√⅛and F354 -H1- yJH2 + - + ∖,,'' Hιl ++ (b)‰=¾- √ffa+e2V¾^√¾+0-ez¾+√¾ιwhich have accordingly, with some slight differences of notation, been assigned by Professor Badano, as among the results of his method of treating equations of the fifth degree. We see, too, that the six quantities H1, ...,H3, (of which indeed the second, namely, H2, vanishes), are rational functions of α, e, rη, 1; and therefore, by article 13, of x', p, q, r. But it is necessary to examine whether it be true, as Professor Badano appears to think (guided in part, as he himself states, by the analogy of equations of lower degrees), that these quantities H are all rational
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582 LII. ON EQUATIONS OF THE FIFTH DEGREEfunctions of the coefficients p, q, r, s, of the equation (2) of the fifth degree; or, in other words, to examine whether it be possible to eliminate from the expressions of those six quantities H, the unknown root x' of that equation, by its means, in the same way as it was found possible, in articles 11 and 9 of the present paper, to eliminate from the correspondent expressions, the roots of the biquadratic and cubic equations which it was there proposed to resolve. For, if it shall be found that any one of the six quantities H1, ...,Hθ, which enter into the formulae (a) and (b), depends essentially, and not merely in appearance, on the unknown root îc'; so as to change its value when that root is changed to another, such as x", which satisfies the same equation (2) : it will then be seen that these formulae, although true, give no assistance towards the general solution of the equation of the fifth degree.18. The auxiliary quantities ω, B, C, D, being such that, by their definitions (20) and (30), 
-Ï+B + C + l) = 4ωi,'

-l+B-C-D= 4ω3, (44)
-1-B + C-D = 4ω2, ’

— 1 — B— C+ I) = 4ω,while ω, ω2, ω8, ω4 are the four imaginary fifth roots of unity, we shall have, by the theory of biquadratics already explained, the following identical equation:
{(x + 1 )2 - (B2 + C2 + Z>2)}2 - 8BCD(x + 1 ) - 4(^2C2 + C2D2 + D2B2)= {(z+ 1)2 + 5}2 + 40(rr+ 1) + 180, (45)the second member being equivalent tox4 + 4x3 + 4¾2 + 4⅜ + 44 ;we find, therefore, that

B2 + C2 + D2= -5-, BCD=—5; B2C2 + C2D2 + D2B2= -45; (46)and, consequently, R4 + C,4 + D4= 115. (47)Hence, by (37), the common value of g and g,, considered as a function of α, e, η, l, is:
g = g' = 125( — 25α5+50α3e-60α29∕ + 31αe2- 100ai + 4eτ∕)j (48)and if in this we substitute, for the quantities α, e, 9/, i, their values (16), or otherwise eliminate those quantities by the relations (15), and attend to the definitions (41) of the quantities H1 and Hz, we find. H1 = ^γ-(25x'b + 25px'3 + 25qx'2 + 25rxf +pq)', (49)and, as was said already, ∕∕2 = (). (50)It is therefore true, of these two quantities H, that they are independent of the root x, of the proposed equation of the fifth degree, or remain unchanged when that root is changed to another, such as x", which satisfies the same equation: since it is possible to eliminate x, from the expression (49) by means of the proposed equation (2), and so to obtain H1 as a rational function of the coefficients of that equation, namely,^ι = 3⅛(^-2δ5)∙ (51)Indeed, it was evident à priori that H1 must be found to be equal to some rational function of those four coefficients, p, q, r, s, or some symmetric function of the five roots of the equation (2) ; because it is, by its definition, the sixth part of the sum of the six functions V, and, therefore, the twenty-fourth part of the sum of the twenty-four different values of the function T; or
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LII. ON EQUATIONS OF THE FIFTH DEGREE 583finally the mean of all the different values which the function t5 can receive, by all possible changes of arrangement of the five roots, x',..., xv, or x1,..., x5, among themselves. The evanescence of ff2 shows farther, that, in the arrangement assigned above, the sum of the three first of the six functions V, or the sum of the twelve first of the twenty-four functions T, is equal to the sum of the other three, or of the other twelve of these functions. But we shall find that it would be erroneous to conclude, from the analogy of these results, even when combined with the corresponding results for equations of inferior degrees, that the other four quantities H, which enter into the formulae (a) and (b), can likewise be expressed as rational functions of the coefficients of the equation of the fifth degree.19. The auxiliary quantities B2, C2, D2, being seen, by (46), to be the three roots z1, z2, z3, of the cubic equation z° + 5z°-45z-25 = 0, (52)which decomposes itself into one of the first and another of the second degree, namely,2—5 = 0, z2+10z + 5 = 0j (53)v e see that one of the three quantities B, C, D, must be real, and = + λ∕5, while the other two must be imaginary. And on referring to the definitions (30), and remembering that ω is an imaginary fifth root of unity, so that ω4 and ω3 are the reciprocals of ω and ω2, we easily perceive that the real one of the three is D, and that the following expressions hold good:
B2=—5 — 2D; C2=-5 + 2D∙, D2 = 5∙, (54)with which we may combine, whenever it may be necessary or useful, the relation

BC=-D. (55)If then we make, for abridgment,
ζ= (Θ — Θ2)D= (d — <92) (ω4- ω3- ω2 + ω), (56)

θ being still the same imaginary cubic root of unity as before, so thatC2=-15j (57)we shall have, in (39),
v ’ D2 + ΘB2 + θ2C2=10-2ζ,

Di + ΘBi + θ2Cc^ = - 20 + 20£, ∙ (58)
B2C2 + ΘC2D2 + Θ2D2B2 = 30 + 10&,and, consequently (because BCD= —5),

θk = - 100(5 - ζ) (25α3 + 2η) + 500( 11 + ζ) αe∩0Z=-2000(2+ £) a; J (59)while θ2k' and θ2l, are formed from θk and θl, by changing the signs of ζ. It is easy, therefore, to see, by the remarks already made, and by the definitions (42) and (43), that the quantities 
H3, Hi, H5, He, when expressed as rational functions of α, e, η, ι, or of x', p, q, r, will not involve either of the imaginary roots of unity, θ and ω, except so far as they may involve the combination ζ of those roots, or the radical V— 15; and that H5 will be formed from H3, and Hβ from Z∕4, by changing the sign of this radical. We shall now proceed to study, in particular, the composition of the quantity ∕⅛ because, although this quantity, when expressed by means of x',p,q, r, is of the thirtieth dimension relatively to x,, (p, q, and r being considered as of the second, third, and fourth dimensions, respectively), while ZZ3 rises no higher than the fifteenth dimension; yet we shall find it possible to decompose 7∕ι into two factors, of which one is of the twelfth
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584 LII. ON EQUATIONS OF THE FIFTH DEGREEdimension, and has a very simple meaning, being the product of the squares of the differences of the four roots x", x'", xiv, xv; while the other factor of Hi is an exact square, of a function of the ninth dimension. We shall even see it to be possible to decompose this last function into three factors, which are each as low as the third dimension, and are rational functions of the five roots of the original equation of the fifth degree; whereas it does not appear that H3, when regarded as a function of the same five roots, can be decomposed into more than three rational factors, nor that any of these can be depressed below the fifth dimension.20. Confining ourselves then for the present to the consideration of Hi, we have, by (42) and (38), the following expression for the square-root of that quantity:√tf4 = ⅛(κ3 - λ3) {fc3 - 3kl2κλ - Z3(x3 + λ3)}; (60)and, therefore, by (59), and by the same relations between κ, Λ, and e, ∕∕. ι, which were used in deducing the formulae of the sixteenth article, we obtain the following expression for the quantity ∕∕4 itself, considered as a function of α, e, η, i:= 2lθ518{(τ∕2 - e3 + 3ei )2 - 4a3} Z2 ; (61)in which we have made, for abridgment,7√=∕^3 — 3i∕iP2 + (τ∕2 — e3 + 3et) r8, (62)and μ = (-5 + ζ)(5α3-⅛) + (ll+ζ)αe, p = 4(2 + ζ)a. (63)Now, without yet entering on the actual process of substituting, in the expression (61), the values (16) for α, e, η, i; or of otherwise eliminating those four quantities by means of the equations (15), in order to express Hi as a function of x,, p, q, r, from which x' is afterwards to be eliminated, as far as possible, by the equation of the fifth degree; we see that, in agreement with the remarks made in the last article, this expression (61) contains (besides its numerical coefficient) one factor, namely, _ e3 + 3et)2 _ 4i3 = (κ3 _ λ3)2, (64)which is of the twelfth dimension; and another, namely, L2, which is indeed itself of the eighteenth, but is the square of a function (62), which is only of the ninth dimension: because α, e, η, ι, are to be considered as being respectively of the first, second, third, and fourth dimensions ; and, therefore, μ is to be regarded as being of the third, and v of the first dimension.21. Again, on examining the factor (64), we see that it is the square of another function, namely, κ3- Λ3, which is itself of the sixth dimension, and is rational with respect to x", x,", 
xιv, xn, though not with respect to α, e, η, ι, nor with respect to x', p, q, r. This function zc3 — Λ3 may even be decomposed into six linear factors; for first, we have, by (11),κ3-λ3=(κ-λ)(κ-0λ)(κ-02λ)5 (65)and, secondly, by (10), 3x = β2 + Θ2γ2 + θ82, 3λ = β2 + θγ2 + θ282, (66)expressions which give κ — λ = ⅜(∕9 — θ2) (82 — γ2),

κ-θλ = ⅛∖-Θ^β2-82}, , (67)x —02λ = ⅜(02-1) (γ2-^2);but also, by (7), 82- γ2 = ∣(x"-x"') (xv — adv),l
β2-82 = ⅛(x" - zlv) (x", - xv) J (68)
γ2-β2 = i (χ" - zv) (χιv _ . Iand (0-02)(l-0)(<92-l) = (l-0)3= -3(0-02); (69)
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LII. ON EQUATIONS OF THE FIFTH DEGREE 585therefore,κ3 - Λ3 = - 2-63-2(6> - Θ2) (x" - x'") (x" - xτy) (x" - xv) (x'" - xιy) (x", - xv) (xlv - xv). (70)Thus, then, the square of the product of these six linear factors (70), and of the numerical coefficients annexed, is equal to the function (64), of the twelfth dimension, which itself entered as a factor into the expression (61) for H±∙, and we see that this square is free from the imaginary radical θ, because, by (11), (^_^2)2__3· (71)and that it is a symmetric function of the four roots x", x"', xlv, irv, being proportional to the product of the squares of their differences, as was stated in article 19: so that this square (though not its root) may be expressed, in virtue of the biquadratic equation (6), as a rational function of x', p, q, r; which followed also from its being expressible rationally, by (64), in terms of e, η, ι.22. Introducing now, in the expression (64), here referred to, the values (16), or the relations (15), we find, after reductions:
κ3 + λ3 = ->∕2 — e3 + 3et= — 2-63~3{25a√6 + 15px'i + (48^2 + 45r)x'2 + 2rΙpqx' — 2p3 + Ι2pr — 27g2} ; (72)(x3 + λ3)2 = (≠ - e3 + 3ei)2 = 2-123-6{625a∕12 + 3750pz'lθ + (8025p2 + 2250r) x'8 + 1350pg√7 + (7100p3+ 10350pr- 1350g2)x'6 + 4050p¾√5 + (2004p4 + 15120p⅜-4050p22 + 2025r2)a√4+ (2592p3<∕ + 24⅛0pqr)x'3+ ( - 192p5 + 6732p3r - 1863p¾2 + 6480pr2 - 2430⅛2r) x'2 + ( — 108p4g + 3888p2qr- 14⅛8pq3)x'+ 4p6 - 288p4r + 108p¾2 + 5184p2r2 - 3888p^⅜ + 729^4}; (73)4x3λ3 = 4i3 = 2~lθ3-6{1000z'12 + 3300pa∕lθ + 2700g√θ+ (3930p2 + 3600r) x'8 + 594Ojog√7 + (1991p3 + 7920pr + 2430⅛2) x'6 + (3807p¾ + 6480<∕r) x'5 + (393p4 + 507 6p2r + 2673pg,2 + 4320r2) x'^+ (594p3<∕+ 7128pr∕r+ 729<∕3)a∕3+ (33p5 + 792p3r + 243p¾2 + 4752pr2 + 2916g⅜) x'2 + (27p⅛ + 648p2gτ + 3888<∕r2) x'+p6 + 36p4r + 432p2r2+ 1728r3}; (74)and, finally,

(χ3 _ Ą3)2 = (^2 _ e3 + 3ei)2 _ zk3= - 2-123-3{125√12 + 350px'lθ + 400gx'9 + (285p2 + 450r) x'8+ 830p<∕a∕7 + (32p3+ 790pr+ 410(∕2)s√6 + (414p2<∕ +960gτ)a√5 + ( — 16p4 + 192p⅜ + 546pç2 + 565r2) x'^
+ ( — 8p3q + 966pgr + 108g,3) x'3 + (12p5- 132p3r+ 105p2<∕2 + 464pr2 + 522<7⅜)a∕2 + (⅛4<Z — 48p2gr + 54p<∕3 + 57 Qqr2) x'+ 16p4z- 4p3q2- 128p2r2+ 144p<∕2r +256r3-27<∕4}. (75)
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586 LII. ON EQUATIONS OF THE FIFTH DEGREE23. This last result may be verified, or rather proved anew, and at the same time put under another form, which we shall find to be useful, by a process such as the following. The biquadratic equation (6), of which the roots are x", x"', xlv, xx, shows that, whatever x may be,
(x — x") (x — x"') (x — arιv) {χ — χv)

= x4 + x,x3 + x'2x2 + x'3x + α'4 +p(z2 + x'x + x'2) + q(x + x,) + r∙, (76)and, therefore, that
(x, — x") (x' — x"') (x' — zlv) {x' -χv) = 5x'4 + 3pz'2 + 2qx, + r. (77)If then we multiply the expression (75) by the square of this last function (77), we ought to obtain a symmetric function of all the five roots of the equation of the fifth degree, namely, the product of the ten squares of their differences, multiplied indeed by a numerical coefficient, namely, — 2~123~3, as appears from (70) and (71): and consequently an expression for this product itself, that is for

P = (xf — x")2 (x' — x"' )2 {x, — a;IV)2 (α' — arv)2 {x" — x"'}2
x {χ" _ χIV)2 _ χV)2 _ a∙IV)2 (a,'∕∕ _ χV)2 (χIV _ χV)2, (78)must be obtained by multiplying the factor 125a√12+<fcc. which is within the brackets in (75), by the square of 5x'4 + ⅛px'i + 2qx' + r, and then reducing by the condition that 

x'b +px'3 + qx'2 + rx' = —s. Accordingly this process gives:
P = 3125s4- 3750∕>g,<s3+ (108p5- 900p3r + 825p2<∕2 + 2000pr2 + 2250<∕2r) ,s2

— (12p4qr- ∖Qp3q3- 560p2<∕τ2 + 630p⅛,3r÷ 1600<∕r3- 108g,5)s+ 1 Qp4r3 — 4p3q2r2 — 128∕>⅜4 + 144p<∕2r3 +256r5-27</4r2; (79)an expression for the product of the squares of the differences of the five roots of an equation of the fifth degree, which agrees with known results. And we see that with this meaning of P, wemay write: (κ3-Λ3)2= - 2~123-3P(5√4 +3i9√2 +2<7x'+ r)~2. (80)The expression (61) for Hλ becomes, therefore:// = _ 2-23-35i8p M3-3^2 + (≠-e3 + 3et>3∖2 4 ∖ 5z'4 + 3pz'2 + 2^, + r /’ (81)
μ and v having the meanings defined by (63).24. With respect now to the factor L, which enters by its square into the expression (61), and is the numerator of the fraction which is squared in the form (81), we have, by (62), (63), and (57),

L = ⅜( 15625α9 + 24375α7e + 3750a6?/— 16125α5e2 + 1500a5? + 3900α4eι∕ + 7605α3e3— 8820α3et-6260a3?/2 — 1290a2e2?/ + 120a2?/? + 156ae?/2 +8?/3)+ ⅜∣ζ(15625(a9 - a7e) + 3750a6?/ - 125a5e2 + 15500a5? - 2500a4eι∕+ 1125a3e3-4500a3e? — 100a3?/2— 10a2e2?/+ 1240a2?/? — 100ae?/2 +8?/3); (82)and when we substitute for a, e, ?/, ?, their values (16), we find, after reductions, a result which may be thus written: WL = 5L'-ζL"- (83)
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LII. ON EQUATIONS OF THE FIFTH DEGREE 587if we make, for abridgment,
L' = 25px'7 + 275gx'6 + (135^2 - 350r) x'5 + 210^x'4+ ( 141p3 — 500pr + 385<∕2) x'3 + (93jo2<∕ — 20<∕r) √2 + 20^>g¾' — 4</3;L"= 1750x'9 + 2825px'7 + 2100ga∕β + (1120p2+1825r)x'5 (84)+ 1615pga∕4 + (39p3 + 1060pr + 500⅛2) x'3 

+ (109p2q + 620qr) x'2 + 68pq2x' + 12<∕3.With these meanings of L' and L", the quantity Hi, considered as a rational function of x', p, 
q, r, may therefore be thus expressed:

Ht= - 2→<3-≈5Kf (fo,χτ2⅞ie, +r)8 ; (85)

P being still the quantity (79), and ζ being still = V— 15.25. Depressing, next, as far as possible, the degrees of the powers of x', by means of the equation (2) of the fifth degree which x, must satisfy, we find:
L' = L'0 + L,1x, + L'2x'2 + L,3x'3 + L[x,^}
L" = L3 + L'[x' + L2x'2 + L3x'3 + L'^x'i∙,j (8θ)in which the coefficients are thus composed:
L,o = —110p2<s — 4<∕3 + 35Or<s,
L,1= — 110p2r + 20pg2 — 275qs + 350r2,
L,2 = — 17p2q — 25ps + 55qr, - (87)
L3 = + 31p3- 175pr + 110⅛2,L'= — 9Oρq^,and Lq= — 45p⅜ + 12<∕3 — 7 5rs ;
L'[ = — 4⅛p2r + 68p<∕2 — 350<∕s — 75r2;
L2 = + 64p2q-lθ7577s + 195gr; , (88)
L'3 = — 6p3 — 90pr + 150<∕2 ;
L"i = + 190p<∕-17δ0s.But because, after the completion of all these transformations and reductions, it is seen that the five quantities52⅛-ζ% 5L'1-ζL'[, 5L'2-ζL'2, 5L'3-ζL'', 5L',-ζL'', (89)which become the coefficients of x'0, x'1, x'2, x'3, x'i, in the numerator 5L' — ζL" of the fraction to be squared in the formula (85), are not proportional to the five other quantitiesχ Λ %q, ⅛>, θ, 5, (90)which are the coefficients of the same five powers of x' in the denominator of the same fraction, it may be considered as already evident, at this stage of the investigation, that the root 

x' enters, not only apparently, but also really, into the composition of the quantity H4.26. The foregoing calculations have been laborious, but they have been made and verified with care, and it is believed that the results may be relied on. Yet an additional light will be thrown upon the question, by carrying somewhat farther the analysis of the quantity or
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588 LII. ON EQUATIONS OF THE FIFTH DEGREEfunction ∕∕4, and especially of the factor Lr, which, though itself of the ninth dimension relatively to the roots of the equation of the fifth degree, is yet, according to a remark made in the nineteenth article, susceptible of being decomposed into three less complicated factors; each of these last being rational with respect to the same five roots, and being only of the third dimension. In fact, we have, by (62), and by (11), (12), (13),
L = (μ + κv + λv) (μ + Θκv + θ2λv') (μ + θ2κv + θλv)∙, (91)that is, by (10), L = {μ — ev + β2v) (μ — ev + γ2r) (μ — ev + δ2v) ; (92)in which, by the same equations, and by (63) and (57),Λ-eP = (-5 + ζ)(5α3 + f^) + (l-ζ)α(^ + γ2 + i2)∩ p=(8 + 4f)a; ζ=√≡Iδ. ∫Thus, L is seen to be composed of three factors,

L = M1M2M3, (94)
Mr = μ- ev + β2v, M2 = μ-ev + γ2v, M3 = μ-ev + δ2v, (95)of which each is a rational, integral, and homogeneous function, of the third dimension, of the four quantities α, β, γ, δ, and, therefore, by (7), of the four roots x", xm, xly, xv, of the biquadratic equation (6); or finally, by (4), of the five roots x1, x2, x3, z4, x5, of the original equation (1) of the fifth degree: because we have

x" = x2-^(x1 + x2 + x3 + xi + x5), &c.; (96)or because 20α = x2 + x3 + xλ + x6- 4τ1,4yff = a⅛ + a⅛-z4-a⅛,4γ = a⅛-a⅛ + α4-a⅛,
4δ = x2-x3-xt + x5.And the first of these three factors of L may be expressed by the following equation:

lOOM1 = 5M,1-ζM,[∙ (98)in which,
M,1 = 4xf — 3x2(x2 + x3 + x4 + x5) — 2x1(x% + x3 + x2 + x%)- 2x1(z2a⅛ + a⅛rr5) + 6z1(z2 + x3) (x* + χδ)

+ 2{x2x3(x2 + x3) + X4X5(X4 + a⅛)} - 3{x2a⅛(z4 + x5) + α4a⅛(α2 + x3)}; (99)and M"i = 4xl — 3xl(x2 + x3 + x4 + x5) + 2aq(rr∣ + x'3 + ,τ∣ + x∣)+ 14x1(ir2a73 + x4a⅛) - 6τ1(a⅛ + x3) (x4 + x5)
- 3{x2x3(x2 + x3) + X4X5(xi + x5)} - {x2⅝(¾ + ⅝) + *4⅞(¾ + ⅝)}- {*2 + A + xl + xl- 2(*2 + xa) (¾ + ⅝) - 2(xi + χl) (x2 + ⅝)}5 (100)while the second factor, M2, can be formed from Ml by merely interchanging x3 and x4; and the third factor M3 from Jf2, by interchanging x4 and x3.27. If, now, we substitute the expression (94) for the numerator of the fraction which is to be squared in the formula (81), and transform also in like manner the denominator of the same fraction, by introducing the five original roots x1, ...,x5, through the equations (77) and (4),wβfind∙' 2-23-3518P>2Jf2jf2

4 ^ (*ι - ⅞)2 (*ι - ⅞)2⅛1 - *4)2 (*ι - ⅝)2 5 ( lθl}
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LII. ON EQUATIONS OF THE FIFTH DEGREE 589and we see that this quantity cannot be a symmetric function of those five roots, unless the product of the three factors M1, M2, M3 be divisible by the product of the four differences 
x1-x2,...,x1-xδ. But this would require that at least some one of those three factors M should be divisible by one of these four differences, for example by x1- x2; which is not found to be true. Indeed, if any one of these factors, for example, Jf1, were supposed to be divisible by any one difference, such as x1- x2, it is easy to see, from its form, that it ought to be divisible also by each of the three other differences; because, in AZ1, we may interchange x2 and xz, or 
x± and a⅛, or may interchange x2 and x±, or x2 and x$, if we also interchange x3 and a⅛, or x3 and 
xy. but a rational and integral function of the third dimension cannot have four different linear divisors, without being identically equal to zero, which does not happen here. The same sort of reasoning may be applied to the expressions (95), combined with (93), for the three factors 
M1, M2, M3, considered as functions, of the third dimension, of α, β, y, 8; because if any one of these functions could be divisible by any one of the four following linear divisors,χ1 — χ2 = — 5α - (/? + γ + ∂), 

x1-χ3 = -5oc-(β-γ-δ),13 vr z ∕> ,lθ2,x1-x4 = -5α-(-^ + γ-^), ah-⅞ = — 5α-(—/?-y + £),,it ought from its form to be divisible by all of them, which is immediately seen to be impossible. The conclusion of the twenty-fifth article is, therefore, confirmed anew; and we see, at the same time, by the theory of biquadratic equations, and by the meanings of e, τ∕, i, that the denominator of the fraction which is to be squared, in the form (81) for ∕Z4, may be expressed as follows:
5x'il + 3pF2 + %qx, + r = (x1 — x2) (x1 — x3) (x1 — x4) (x1 — x5)= (5α)4 - 6e(5α)2 + 8τ∕(5α) - 3(e2 - 4i); (103)a result which may be otherwise proved by means of the relations (15).. 28. The investigations in the preceding articles, respecting equations of the fifth degree, have been based upon analogous investigations made previously with respect to biquadratic equations; because it was the theory of the equations last-mentioned which suggested to Professor Badano the formulae marked (a) and (b) in the seventeenth article of this paper. But if those formulae had been suggested in any other way, or if they should be assumed as true by definition, and employed as such to fix the meanings of the quantities H which they involve; then, we might seek the values and composition of those quantities, ∕71, ...,-fl6, by means of the following converse formulae, which (with a slightly less abridged notation) have been given by the same author :s H1 ÷ ∖∣H2 = ⅛(T345 ÷ I453 ÷ f534) ; j¾ + √¾ = ⅛‰ + 0‰ + ‰)3J (c)

-¾ - V¾ = 217 ∏ 345 + + ^2K34)3 J

and H1 — βH2 = ⅛(f354 + I543 ÷ T435) ;

Hs- √¾ = ⅛‰ + 0‰ + ‰)3! ' (d)
¾ + ^J∏6 — A0'354 ÷ ^⅞43 + ^2⅞3δ)3∙>
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590 LII. ON EQUATIONS OF THE FIFTH DEGREELet us, therefore, employ this other method to investigate the composition of Hi, by means of the equation 54√¾=(Fm5 + 0Ψ453 + ‰)=>-(F354 + 0%s + ‰Λ (104)determining still the six functions V by the definition (33), so that each shall still be the mean of four of the twenty-four functions T; and assigning still to these last functions the significations (32), or treating them as the fifth powers of twenty-four different values of Lagrange’s function t, which has itself 120 values: but expressing now these values of t by the notation 
tabcde = ω5χa + ω¼ + ω¾ + ω¾ + <*>Xe, (1 05)which differs from the notation (22) only by having lower instead of upper indices of x∖ and is designed to signify that we now employ (for the sake of a greater directness and a more evident generality) the five arbitrary roots x1, &c., of the original equation (1), between which roots no relation is supposed to subsist, instead of the roots x', &c., of the equation (2), which equation was supposed to have been so prepared that the sum of its roots should be zero.29. Resuming, then, the calculations on this plan, and making for abridgment4=zα + a⅛ + zc + a⅛ + ze, (10θ)so that — A is still the coefficient of the fourth power of x in the equation of the fifth degree ; making also Wabcde = x^xb + 2^ax2d + 4^axcxe + Qx^x2bxe+12x2xbxcχd, (107)

and ^bcde = ^(^abcde + ^bcdea + ^cdeab + ^deabc + ^eabcd) i (1 θθ)we find (because ω5= 1), for the fifth power of the combination (105) of the five roots x, the expression : r
t abode = A5 + (ωi — 1 ) Xbcde + (ω3 — l)Aτe6d÷(ω- 1 ) Xedcb + (ω2 — l)Xd6ec; (lθθ)and, therefore, for the six functions V, with the same meanings of those functions as before, the formula:

Kde = i(i12cdβ÷^ic2ed÷⅛de2c + ⅛edc2) = Aa + (ω + ωi-2) Ycde + (ω2 + ω3 — 2) Ydce∙, ( 110)
in which, 4Ycde X2cde ^f X-c2ed ^b Ύ de2c ^b X-cdc2' (Hl)If then we make Y345 = y' + Y3, Y435 = Y'5 - Y'','‰=I73+n (112)r534=^+n r354=y;-r;;we shall have, by (20) and (30), the following system of expressions for the functions V:

V345 = A5-5Y'5 + DY^ V^3 = A5-5Y3 + DY3∙, ‰ = A*-5Y'i + DY'i, (113)and V35, = A^-5Y'i-DY'i, V543 = A*-5 Y'3-DY''∙, V,35 = A^-5Y'-DYζ∙ (114)
D being still = ω4-ω3-ω2 + ω, so that D2 is still =5. We have also the equation:

^2345 ÷ 3254 ÷ -^4523 ÷ ^5432 ∖

+ ^2453 + ^4235 + ⅛ 5324 ÷^3542

÷^2534÷^5243÷^3425 + -^4352 ∕ι1f-∖-V∣v∣y'∣y'∣
— ∙λ 2354 ^∙^ -λ 3245 ^t^ 5423 ^t^ 4532

÷ ^2543 ÷ ^5234 ÷ -^4325 ÷ 3452

÷ ^l2435 ÷ -^4253 ÷ ^3524 ÷ -^5342! '
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LΠ. ON EQUATIONS OF THE FIFTH DEGREE 591because the first member may be converted into the second by interchanging any two of the four roots x2, x3, æ4, x5, on which (and on x1) the functions X depend, and therefore the difference of these two members must be equal to zero; since, being at highest of the fifth dimension, it cannot otherwise be divisible by the function
τσ = (x2- x3) (x2 - x4) (x2 - x5) (a⅛ - x4) (x3 -x5)(x4-x5), (116)which is the product of the six differences of the four roots just mentioned, and is itself of the sixth dimension. We may therefore combine with the expressions (113) and (114) the relations:⅞45 + ⅛ + ‰ = ⅛ + Γ543 + Γ435; (117)and Y''+Y''+Y'' = 0. (118)30. With these preparations for the study of the functions V, or of any combination of those functions, let us consider in particular the first of the three following factors of the expression (104) for 54λ∕fl4ιτr345 - ‰+β‰ - F543)+θ(rs3i -vi3sy,^345-⅞43÷^2(⅞53-^435)^h^(⅞34-^354)> ’ (Hθ)

⅛45 - ⅞35 + Ć2(⅞53 - ^354) + ‰ - ⅞43) h

6 being still an imaginary cube-root of unity. We find:^45-⅞54 = 5(Γ4-n)-DΓ^ '⅞34-⅞35= -5(Γ<- ^)-DΓ3J (120)
I453 -1543 = 2Ό Y 3 jexpressions which show immediately that
lz345 ÷ I453 +1534 = I354 ÷ I543 ÷ 1435 » (121)and, therefore, by (c) and (d), that H2 = 0,as was otherwise found before. Also,

2θ2-θ-l = (θ-l)(2θ+l)= _ (1 _6>) (6^-6>2); (122)and, consequently, by (120), the first of the three factors (119) is equivalent to the product of the two following: 5(Y'4-Y'5)-ζYn3, (123)in which, as before, ζ=(θ-θ2)D = V— 15.But, by (112) and (117),2(B4- Y5) = B534- fr435- (Γ345- Γ354) = 2(Γ534- h435) + Γ453- Γ543, (124)and 21 3 = I453 — Γ543j (125)so that the first factor (119) may be put under the form:⅜(1 — ^) {10(Γ534- Γ435) ÷ (5 — ζ) (Γ453- B543)}. (126)Besides, by (111), the three differenceslcde-Iced’ ^cde~ ^edc> ^cde~Klce^ (127)are divisible, respectively, by the three products
(x2-xc) (xd-%e), {x2-xd){xe-xc), {x2-xe) {xc-xdY, (128)
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592 LII. ON EQUATIONS OF THE FIFTH DEGREEand, therefore, the factor (126) is divisible by the product(x2-a⅛)(τ4-x5), (129)the quotient of this division being a rational and integral and homogeneous function of the five roots x, which is no higher than the third dimension, and which it is not difficult to calculate.31. In this manner we are led to establish an equation of the form:^345 - ^354 ÷ ^2(⅞53 - ⅞43) ÷ ^(⅞34 - ¼3δ) ~ (1-(a½ ~^ a⅛) (a⅛ - 3⅛) ^Yl> (130)in which if we make 2N1= 10A4 + (5 — ζ) N'{, (131)we have N[ = -—^534. . ^435—-, A, = -—-53 -^543— (132)(⅞-⅞)(^4-⅝) (^2-⅝)(^4~⅞)'Effecting the calculations indicated by these last formulae, we find
N[ = ½(M'[-M'1), N"1=-½M"1, (133)

M,1 and M,[ being determined by the equations (99) and ( 100) ; and, therefore, with the meaning (98) of M1, we find the relation: N = — 125Jf (134)Thus, the first of the three factors (119) may be put under the form:- 125(1-0 (z2-x3)(z4-z5)⅛ (135)in deducing which, it is to be observed, that the first term, Xa%b, of the formula (107) for J‰c<ze, gives, by (108), the five following terms of Xbcde:

5xaxb + 5xbxc + ^xcxd + 5xdxe + 5xexa> (136)and these five terms of X give, respectively, by (111), the five following parts of Ycde:

iχi(χ2+χc+χd+χe},

⅜(χ2 xc + xicx2 + x⅛ xe + x* xd),
⅜(χ*cχd + χiχe + χ*eχ2+χ⅛χc),∖ (137)
j∑∕ zy»(Z zy. _1_ zy»4 zy∙ I A,4 zy, I >∙4 zy* ∖
4∖t*74 '^'e *vd ‘ *t2ti,c ' ‘cc2/?

½(%e-l· χd-i~ χc ^l^ χ2)x1>which are to be combined with the other parts of Y, derived, in like manner, through X, from the other terms of W, and to be submitted to the processes indicated by the formulae (132), in order to deduce the values (133) of N,1 and N'[, and thence, by (131) and (98), the relation (134) between A1 and M1, which conducts, by (130), to the expression (135). For example, the first and last of the five parts (137) of Y, contribute nothing to either of the two quotients (132), because those parts are symmetric relatively to xc, xd, xe; but the second part (137) contributes -⅜(χ2 + x2χd + x2xd + χd~t'xe + xexc + x,ιxc + xc)> (138)
Y —Yto the quotient ------cde edc— (139)(^2-⅞)(⅝-⅞) ' and +i^2 + x2xe + x2xl^^ej<-^c + xlxd + xcxd + xdY (140)
γ — yto the quotient ------cdc dce—. ∙ (141)

(λ'2 xe) (xc xd)
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LII. ON EQUATIONS CF THE FIFTH DEGREE 593this second part (137) of Y contributes therefore, by (132),- ∣(icl + x¾x3 + x2x% + x% + x% + x¾x5 + x4x⅛ + xT), (142)to the quotient N'1, and the same quantity with its sign changed to the quotient N'[∙. and the other parts of the same two quotients are determined in a similar manner.32. The two other factors (119) may respectively be expressed as follows:-125(1 -<92)(⅝-^4)(⅝-⅝)-Λf2, (143)and — 125($ —#2) (æ2 —x5) (x3-x4)Tf3; (144)in which, M2 and M3 are formed from M1, as in the twenty-sixth article; because the second factor (119) may be formed from the first, by interchanging x3 and x^, and multiplying by — θ2∙, and the third factor may be formed from the second, by interchanging z4 and x3, and multiplying again by — θ2. If then we multiply the three expressions (135) (143) (144) for the three factors (119) together, and divide by three, we find:18√¾= -5∖θ-θ2}πM1M2M3, (145)
w denoting here the product (116) of the six differences of the four roots ir2, ...,ir5. The expression (101) for H4 itself is therefore reproduced under the form:¾= -2-23-351⅛2J∕lJflAf25 (146)and the conclusions of former articles are thus confirmed anew, by a method which is entirely different, in its conception and in its processes of calculation, from those which were employed before.33. It may not, however, be useless to calculate, for some particular equation of the fifthdegree, the numerical values of some of the most important quantities above considered, and so to illustrate and exemplify some of the chief formulae already established. Consider therefore the e quation : — 5x3 + 4x = 0 ∙ (147)of which the roots may be arranged in the order:aq = 2, ir2=l, a⅛ = 0, æ4=—1, a⅛=-2; (148)and may (because their sum is zero) be also written thus:

χ, = 2, x"=∖, x", = Q, xιy=-l, xv=-2. (149)Employing the notation (32), in combination with (22) or with (105), we have now:
y2345 = (2 + ω4 - ω2 - 2ω)5 ; 'T3254 = (2 + ω3 - 2ω2 - ω)5;325 ∖ (150)‰ = (2-ω4-2ω3 + ω2)35
‰2=(2-2ω4~ω3 + ω)5∙ JBut ω5 = 1 ; therefore, ‰2 = (~2~ω4 + ω2 + 2ω)5j (151)and ^2345 ÷ ^5432 = θ∙ (152)Again, T3254 = ( 1 - ω2)* (2 - ω)3, T4523 = ( 1 - ω3)3 (2 - ω4)3 ; (153)and if we make (2 — ω)5 — E — 0, (2 + ω)5 = jE, + G, (154)we shall have A1=32 + 80ω2+ 10ω4, 0 = 80ω + 40ωθ + ω5; (155)

38 - η & i
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594 LII. ON EQUATIONS OF THE FIFTH DEGREEalso, (1 — ω2)5 = — 5ω2(l-ω2)(I-ω2 + ω4); (156)we find, therefore, by easy calculations,( 1 - ω2)5 E = 300 + 430ω - 110ω2 - 540ω3 - 80ω4, 1( 1 - ω2)5O = 600 + 190ω - 405ω2 - 395ω3 + 10ω4J 157^and by subtracting the latter of these two products from the former, and afterwards changing 
ω to its reciprocal, we obtain:T3254 = - 300 + 240ω + 295ω2 - 145ω3 - 90ω4, )

2 1 (158)T16a3 = - 300 + 240ω4 + 295ω3 - 145ω2 - 90ωJWe have, therefore, by (20), ^3254 + ^4523 = “ 750; (159)and, consequently, by (33) and (152), v _ 375
k345- 2 , Vi0tO34. In like manner, to compute, in this example, the second of the six functions V, we have^2453 = (2 + ω4-ω3-2ω2)5= — T3542; ∣‰5 = (l-ω)5(2 + ω3)3, T5324=(l-ω4)δ(2 + ω2)5jJ ( }adding then the two products (157) together, and afterwards changing ω to ω3 and ω2 successively, we find, by (154): T4235 = 900 + 620ω3-515ω-935ω4-70ω2,l T5324 = 900 + 620ω2 - 515ω4 - 935ω - 70ω3Jbut, by (20), (30), and (54),2(ω + ω4)= -1+D, 2(ω2 + ω3)= -1-D, D2 = 5; (163)therefore, ‰3 + ‰2 = θ, T4235 + T5324 = 2250-1000D; (164)and Tl53 = j(1125-500Z>). (165)35. To compute the third of the functions V, we have, in the present question, the relations :

^2534= ~ ^3254J ^5243= - ^4235» ^3425= - ^5324> ^4352= ~ ^4523> (lθ6)and, therefore, by (169) and (164), Fr>j = _ 37δ + 280p. (167)For the fourth function V, we have, by processes entirely similar to the foregoing: ‰1=-(l-ω3)5(2 + ω4)5, ‰=-(l-ω2)5(2+ω)5,l^2354 + ^4532 = - 2250 — 1000Z); J⅛=-(l-"1)5(2-ω2)5, ‰=-(l-ω)'>(2-ω3)≈,l
^3245 + ^5423= + 750; J -^354=-375-250D. (170)For the fifth function V, we have the relations :

^2543 = - ^2354> ^5234= - ^4325’ ^3452 = - ^4532» (171)and, therefore, by (168), E543 = j(1125 + 5002)). (172)Finally, for the sixth function V, we have
^2435 = - ^5423’ ^4253= - ^3524> ^5342 = - ^32455 (173)and, therefore, by (169), ⅞35=-⅛l∙ (174)
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LII. ON EQUATIONS OF THE FIFTH DEGREE 595The three first values of V may therefore be thus collected :ι⅜5^345 = - 3 ; T⅛5⅞53= θ - 4D; T⅜5⅞34 = - θ F 4D ; (U5)and the three last values, in an inverted order, may in like manner be expressed by theequations: _2_y _ o. 2_y -(Ui∕)- _2__F —
125'435- θ’ 125κ543^^ y + 4r27> Γ25κ354- o *jy∙ \ιΙΌ)36. It is evident that these six values of V are of the forms (113) and (114), and that they verify, in the present case, the general relation (121). They show also, by (c) and (d) of article 28, that not only H2, but H1, vanishes in this example; the common value of the two sums (121), of the three first and three last values of V, being zero. Accordingly, if we compare the particular equation (147) wτith the general forms (1) and (2), we find the following values of the coefficients (Z>, C, D, E, not having here their recent meanings):A = 0, B=-5, C = Q, D = ½, E = Q, (177)and p=-5f q = (), r = 4, 5 = 0; (178)and therefore the formula (51) gives here ∏ _ θ (179)We find also, with the same meanings of θ and ζ as in former articles:1i'5(^345 + ^2⅞53 + ^⅞34) — 3(402 -Θ) + 4£;‰ + 9‰ + ⅛I',i5) = 3(40 - 0=) + 4f ;j ( 18°,

and, therefore, by (c) and (d),233⅛-9(¾ + √¾) = {3(4tf≈ - θ) + 4ζ}∙, ^∣23335-9(¾- √¾)={s(4e.-e2)+iζγ-,∣ (181)equations which give, by (11) and (57):√¾ = 2~25lθ(0 - 6>2) (23 + 3ζ) ; (182)and ∕∕4 = — 2 ^^33152θ(197 + 69ζ). (183)Let us now compare these last numerical results with the general formulae found by other methods in earlier articles of this paper.37. The method of the thirteenth article gives, in the present example,α=-⅜, /?=!, γ = ⅜, £=0, e = ⅛ 97 = O∕4 + Θ2 . 4 + θΚ = “Ϊ2“’ λ = “ΙΓ’ i = ^λ=χ1⅛ (184)κ3 + λ3 = ⅛⅛, ⅜(.F - λ3) = - 2-5 3-1(0 - 02) ;and, therefore, by (59),
S--<>∙ JS-"-o∙ I

F - 3F2xλ - Z3(F + λ3) = - 23 315lθ (23 + 3£);,and, accordingly, if we multiply the last expression (184) by the last expression (185), we are led, by the general formula (60), to the same result for √fl4, and therefore for ∕∕4, as was obtained in the last article by an entirely different method. The general formula (60) may also, in virtue of the equations (13), (59), (62), (63), (70), (116), and (4), be written thus:18√H4=-59(0-02)τ⅛ (186)
38-2
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596 LII. ON EQUATIONS OF THE FIFTH DEGREEwhich agrees, by (94), with the general result (145), and in which we have nowτσ= 1.2.3.1.2.1 = 12; (187)while L may be calculated by the definitions (62) and (63), which give, at present, by the values (184) fora, e, τ∕, i, μ = j(l-ζ), p=-2(2 + ζ), (188)and L=-V-(23 + 3ζ)= (189)and thus we arrive again at the same value of λ'∕∕4 as before. The same value of L may be obtained in other ways, by other formulae of this paper; for example, by those of the 24th and 25th articles, which give, in the present question,Z∕= — 23315223j Z"=+283253. (190)We may also decompose L into three factors M, which are here:Ji1= —⅜(3 + 4ζ)j Jf2 = ∣(3-£); Jf3 = ⅜5 (191)and which conduct still to the same result.38. An equation of the fifth degree, which, like that here assumed as an example, has all its roots unequal, may have those roots arranged in 120 different ways; and any one of these arrangements may be taken as the basis of a verification such as that contained in the last five articles. But we have seen that no such change of arrangement will affect the value of either 
H1 or H2; and with respect to ∕∕4, which has been more particularly under our consideration in this paper, it is not difficult to perceive that an interchange of any two of the four last roots 
(x2, x3, xi, x5, or x", x'", xlv, xk), of the proposed equation of the fifth degree, will merely change the sign of the square-root, λ∕∕∕4, in the foregoing formulae, without making any change in the value of ∕∕4 itself, which has been shewn to depend on the first root (x1 or x,) alone. It will, however, be instructive to exemplify this last-mentioned dependence, by applying the foregoing general processes to the case of the equation of the fifth degree (147), the two first roots being made to change places with each other, in such a manner that the order shall now be chosen as follows: x1=l, x2 = 2, x3 = 0, xi=-l, ⅝=-2, (192)or (since the sum of all five vanishes),√ = 1, x" = 2, x," = 0, xlv=-l, αv=-2. (193)We find, for this new case, by calculations of the same sort as in recent articles of this paper, the following new system of equations for the values of the six functions V :τf5^345= 12 + 4D; rf5J453= — θ-4D; τ⅜ ⅞34= —3;| (194)τ⅜5⅞35= 12 - 47); T5τfls43= - 9 + 4D; τf5F354= — 3;Jin which, D has again the meaning assigned by (30): and, consequently,jf∣‰ + 6‰ + ‰) = 3(5»*- 20)-⅛l (i9g)A(F3m + 0‰ + ‰) = 3(8»- 2»*) - 4Ç;,24335-9√H4 = {3(5<92 - 2θ) - 4ζ}3 - {3(50 - 2θ2) - 4ζ}3Q√¾=2-3597(∕9-02)(55-6ζ)j ∫ (1θθ)and ∕∕4 = — 2^^63151972(497- 132£): (197)results which differ from those obtained with the former arrangement of the five roots of the
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LII. ON EQUATIONS OF THE FIFTH DEGREE 597proposed equation (147), but of which the agreement with the general formulae of the present paper may be evinced by processes similar to those of the last article.39. As a last example, if the arrangement of the same five roots be, x1 = 0, rr2=l, ⅝ = 2, aq= — 1, a⅛=~2, (198)we then find easily that all the six quantities V vanish, and, therefore, that we have, with this arrangement, ^=() h^q (i99,All these results respecting the numerical values of ∕∕4, for different arrangements of the roots of the proposed equation (147), are included in the common expression:
which results from the formula (85), combined with (79) and (86) (87) (88): and thus we have a new confirmation of the correctness of the foregoing calculations.40. It is then proved, in several different ways, that the quantity TT4, in the formulae which have been marked in this paper (a), (b), (c), (d), and which have been proposed by Professor Badano for the solution of the general equation of the fifth degree, is not a symmetric function of the five roots of that equation. And since it has been shewn that the expression of this quantity ∕∕4, contains in general the imaginary radical ζ or ∖''- 15, which changes sign in passing to the expression of the analogous quantity H6, we see that these two quantities, JT4 and Hθ, are not generally equal to each other, as Professor Badano, in a supplement to his essay, appears to think that they must be. They are, on the contrary, found to be in general the two unequal roots of a quadratic equation, namely,

Hl + QH, + R2 = Q, (201)in which Q= — (H4 + jH6) = 2-133-3515ι∏2(5J!√'2-3Z"2), (202)and R = √¾. √H6 = - 2-143-3515w2(5Z'2 - 3L"2), (203)
vj, L', and L", having the significations already assigned; and the values of the coefficients 
Q and R depend essentially, in general, on the choice of the root x', although they can always be expressed as rational functions of that root.41. It does not appear to be necessary to write here the analogous calculations, which show that the two remaining quantities H3 and H5, which enter into the same formulae (a), (b), (c), (d), are not, in general, symmetric functions of the five roots of the proposed equation of the fifth degree, nor equal to each other, but roots of a quadratic equation, of the same kind with that considered in the last article. But it may be remarked, in illustration of this general result, that for the particular equation of the fifth degree which has been marked (147) we find, with the arrangement (148) of the five roots, the values:

H3 = 2-33-25θ(1809-914ζ), ¾ = 2-33-25θ(1809 + 914ζ)5 (204)with the arrangement (192),
H3 = 2~23-259(1269 + 781ζ), H5 = 2-23-259(1269-781ζ)j (205)and, with the arrangement (198), H3 = 0, H5 = Q. (206)
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598 LII. ON EQUATIONS OF THE FIFTH DEGREEThe general decomposition of these quantities H3 and H3, into factors of the fifth dimension, referred to in a former article, results easily from the equations of definition (42) and (43), which give: 2H3 = + + + = (i + i') + θi>) (i + θ2iγ (207)And the same equations, when combined with (40) and (38), show that the combinations
= Hl-H, = i3i's, (208)are exact cubes of rational functions of the five roots of the equation of the fifth degree, which functions are each of the tenth dimension relatively to those five roots, and are symmetric relatively to four of them; while each of these functions, hh' and n', decomposes itself into two factors, which are also rational functions of the five roots, and are no higher than the fifth dimension.42. In the foregoing articles, w’e have considered only those six quantities H which were connected with the composition of the six functions V, determined by the definition (33). But if we establish the expressions,

T — V -U V -L V" 4- V"-l 2cde ’cde ^r ’ cde ^r ' cde ^r ’ cde’

r^e2ed~ Kde^f ,λλλ.
τ -v _ + _ ∣^ (2θ9)

-t de2c ’cde

r^edc2 Ycde .which include the definition (33), and give,
Ycde i^2cde ^+^ -^c2e<Z ¾e2c ^^e<Zc2)>

+ - )>' (210)
Y'cde = i(T2cde- — + ),we are conducted to expressions for the squares of the three functions V', V", V"', which areentirely analogous to those marked (a) and (b), and have accordingly been assigned under suchforms by Professor Badano, involving eighteen new quantities, H1, ...,H2i∙, which quantities, however, are not found to be symmetric functions of the five roots of the equation of the fifth degree, though they are symmetric relatively to four of them.43. In making the investigations which conduct to this result, it is convenient to establish the following definitions, analogous to, and in combination with, that marked (111):
Ycde 2cde "f^ A. c%ed A" c7e2c A e4c2■>

^Ycde = X2cde- + - , ∙ (211)ayw — γ _ _ iι -i cde ∙zv 2cde ' ’jfor thus we obtain, X2cde = Ycde + Y,cde + Y"cde + Y,"de,'

Y c2ed Ycde + - - J (212)
-Y^de2c Ycde »

-Y^edc2 Ycde ^b >.

V'de==(ω*-ω) Y'de +(ω3-ω2) Y''ce,

Vcde≈(^-^)Y"cde-^3-^i)Ydce^ ’ (213)
VL· = (ω4 + ω - 2) ΓL - (ω* + ω2 - 2) Y'" .
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LII. ON EQUATIONS OF THE FIFTH DEGREE 599Introducing also the following notations, analogous to (112),
y∕ __  V', i y'" V" _  V', y'"

345 “ 1 5 ^Γ 1 5> 2 435 - j~ 5 ~~ 1 5 ’
Y4δ3=Y'3+Y3", ^43=Γ^-ΓrJ (214)
γ' _y'/, y'∕∕ y" _y''_y'".

y" __  y"∕ i y"w y' __  y''∕ y"∕z ,
345 — 2 5 T 2 5 J 2 435 - 2 5 - 2 5 >n'53=Γ3'+Γr, i‰=J7-Γ"",- (215)

γ» _  y", i y"" y, __  y''∕ y"∕∕.
2 534“ 2 4 τ 2 4 , 2 354 - 2 4 — 2 4 √

oy,1,ι yw ___  y™' ∣ y"'" yw ___  yw∕ y'"∕∕
aπu 2 345 — 2 5 ~Γ 2 5 5 2 435 — 2 5 - 2 5 »

∏53= Γ3",+ Ys',, Y,̂ = Y3'-irΓ,, (216)
y∕∕z __  y"',∣ y"'" yw ___ y"'∕ yW∕∕
2 534 — 2 4 ∣ 24 > 2 354 — 2 4 - 2 4 >Jwe find, by (30), results analogous to (113) and (114), namely,

lz345 = +CY'5", f«5 = BYI' -err,)

V⅛3 = BY'3' + CY'3", ^43 = W-CΥ3"Λ (217)
V'53i =BΓt' + CY'i", F'54 = BY↑' -cγγ-

F345 = CYl, + BYln, ^35 = CY'5' - BΓ-,∙∣
V⅛3 = CY3' + BY3", n'43 = CΙ7-jB⅛",l- (218)
Γ534 = CYl' + BYγ, V35i = CYÏ-BY';·and V‰ = D Y3 ' - 5 Yf", V⅛5 = DY*' + 5 Γ™",'
V⅛3 = DY3,-5 Y™", Y543 = DΓΓ + 5 ΓΓ", (219)F^ = D Y?’ - 5 Γ™", = DYΓ + 5And squaring the eighteen expressions (217) (218) (219), we obtain others, for the eighteen functions F'2, F"2, Fw2, which depend indeed on eighteen others of the forms Y, determined by the definitions (211) (214) (215) (216), but which are free, by (54) and (55), from the imaginary fifth root of unity, ω, except so far as that root enters by means of the combination 

D, of which the square is = 5.44. If, now, we write like Professor Badano (who uses, indeed, as has been stated already, a notation slightly different),rs=Hlβ+√¾+^¾+√¾+∙^¾≈√¾∙,FS = Hls + √ff20 + 0√¾1+√⅛ + Γ (a'")FS = ∙¾o + √¾ + 02^¾ +√¾ + m⅛-√‰.and F542 = ∕∕19-^∕¾od~ V⅛21 — ^∕ff22 + λ∕∕43 + ^∕∕724j IFS = ¾β- √¾. + ^¾F√‰ + θ2'^¾+√¾J Φ")Fi⅛ = ⅛-√¾ + ^¾F√¾ + ^¾ + √¾ιJtogether with twelve other expressions similar to these, and to those already marked (a) and (b), but involving the functions V and F"; we shall have, as the same author has remarked, a system of converse formulae, analogous to (c) and (d), for the determination of the values of
www.rcin.org.pl



600 LII. ON EQUATIONS OF THE FIFTH DEGREEthe eighteen quantities H1, ...,H2i. Among these, we shall content ourselves with here examining one of the most simple, namely the following:
Hn = ⅜( FS + FS + F£ + FS + FS + FS) ; (220)for the purpose of shewing, by an example, that this quantity is not independent of the arrangement of the five roots of the original equation of the fifth degree.45. Resuming with this view the equation (147), and the arrangement of the roots (148), we find the following system of the twenty-four values of the function Xbcde:^2345=—^θθj -^3254 = - θθ > -^4523 = ^40 ; A5432 = 500j-^-2453= 11 ; ^4235= - 935; ^5324= - 515; -^3542= — 1165; - (221)^2534 = 9θ; ^5243 = 935; A3425 = 5 1 5; A4352=-240;^2354= - 620; X3245=-295; A5423= 145; A4532= 70j-^2543 = 620; A5234=- 7 20; A4325= 720; A3452=- 70; . (222)^2435= -1^5; A4253 = 3 7 5; X3524=- 3 7 5; A5342 = 2 95;which give, by (211), 4¾=-150j 4¾=14505 4Γ'z'4 = - 1600A4Γ2,6=150j 4 Σ'3 = 650; 4Γ"51=-400√ (223)and, therefore, by (216),8y;"' = 0; 87^ = 2000; 8y^"'=-2000;)8yr=-3θo5 8y3"" = 9oo5 8i7"= -1200J (224)whence, by (219),*FL«S; ⅛^53=-9 + 4Dj t⅜F^=12-42)j 1τM‰--35 ⅛^3 = 9 + 42)5 r∣5F354= — 12 —42);Jand the squares of these six second members are9, 161 + 722), 224 + 962), (226)so that we have, by (220), with this arrangement of the five roots of the equation (147),2219 = 2-13-156197. (227)But with the arrangement (192), we find, by similar calculations,⅛J‰ = 6 + 42)5 ⅛F^3=-9-42)j ⅛F^=-3∩⅛F‰=-6 + 42)5 ⅛^3 = 9-42)j ⅛F'"54=+3jof which the squares are 116 + 482), 161 + 722), 9; (229)and we have now 2219 = 2-13~156ll113, (230)a value different from that marked (227). And, finally, with the arrangement of the roots (198), we find instead of the quantities (225) or (228), the following:+ 18 — 82), +6, 0, (231)of which the squares are 644+2882), 36, 0, (232)and give still another value for the quantity H now under consideration, namely,2219 = 21 3-157 1 7. (233)
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LII. ON EQUATIONS OF THE FIFTH DEGREE 60146. The twelve other expressions which have been referred to, as being analogous to (a) and (b), are of the forms:
F25 = ¾+√¾ + W^w + ^⅛∙ς√‰ (a')Fg4 = H1 - √¾ + ^¾-√H10 + W11+ √¾s (b')FS, = ¾ + √514 +W15+ √5lβ +W1,- √∕⅛ (a")
F1¾ = ¾- √Hu + ^⅛ς√¾ + ^¾7+ √‰ (b')and they give, as the simplest of the expressions deduced from them, the two following, which are analogous to that marked (220):
H1 = ⅜( F& + F2, + F‰ + v'sli + Fg3 + F⅛) ; (234)¾=⅜(F25+ F⅛+ F^+ F3¾ + F≥ + F4⅛). (235)For the case of the equation (147), and the arrangement of roots (148), we find the numerical values: ∣F^45=-1285-7(7; ∣Fi53 = 2025-llCι iF^ = 255 + 50C; 1∣F435= —12(⅝7+75; ∣ F343 = 202(7+115; ⅞F3'54 = 25(7-505;)łF;35=-185 + 47(7; ∣F'43= 1005-175(7; ∣F⅛a=-615-52C∩∣F345= —18(7 —475; ∣F4'53= 100(7+1755; ∣F"534=-61(7 + 525;)which maybe obtained, either by the method of article 43, combined with the values (221) (222) of the twenty-four functions A; or by the formulae (210), combined with the following table:‰ = - 175B - 25C; ∣T2435 = — 150 — 1 LB — 77C;‰=+377B + 89C,5 ∣‰3 = 450+ 11LB +27C+200D; - (238)∣T2534= 150 + 7 7B—11C; ∣‰4 = -450-111J5-27G-200D;and with the condition, that, if we write for abridgment,

^bcde = ^bcde, + B^bcde + ^^bcde + DT bcde’ (239)we have in general the relations,
Tedcb = ^bcde ~ ^bcde ~ CTbcde + ^^"bcde'i ) (240)
Tcebd = TZe + CTide-BTlcde-DT^cJAnd hence, for the same equation of the fifth degree, and the same arrangement of the roots, we find, by (54) and (55):

H1= — 2-23~154( 10975 + 706D); tf13=-2"23"154( 10975 - 706Z>). (241)But, for the same equation (147), with the arrangement of the roots (192), we find, by similar calculations, the values:
H1 = -2-23-154( 10975— 14727)); H13 = -2-23~154( 10975 + 1472D); (242)and with the arrangement (198),tf7=-2~23~154( 10975+ 3832D); H13 = -2~23~154( 10975- 3832Z>). (243)We see, therefore, that in this example, the difference of the two quantities H1 and ∕∕13 is neither equal to zero, nor independent of the arrangement of the five roots of the equation of the fifth degree. However, it may be noticed that in the same example, the sum of the same
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602 LII. ON EQUATIONS OF THE FIFTH DEGREEtwo quantities H1 and ∕∕13 has not been altered by altering the arrangement of the roots; and in fact, by the method of the 43rd article, we find the formula:— ⅛8-(H7 + tf13) = (A2345 — A5432)2 ÷ ( A2453 — -X3542)2 + (A 2534 — X4352)2
÷ (-^3254--^4523)2÷ (^4235 - ^532é)2 + (-^5243 - u^342δ)2 
÷ (^2364 - -^4532)2 ÷ (-^2543 - 3452)2 + (-t^2435 - ^5342)2

÷ (^∙3245--^5423)2÷ (-^∙5234--^432δ)2+ (^4253 - ^3524)2 ’ (244)of which the second member is in general a symmetric function of the five roots, and gives, in the case of the equation (147), by (221) and (222), the following numerical value, agreeing with recent results, + ∏13=- 2→ 3~10« 439. (24S)47. It seems useless to add to the length of this communication, by entering into any additional details of calculation: since the foregoing investigations will probably be thought to have sufficiently established the inadequacy of Professor Badano’s method* for the general solution of equations of the fifth degree, notwithstanding the elegance of those systems of radicals which have been proposed by that author for the expression of the twenty-four values of Lagrange’s function t5. Indeed, it is not pretended that a full account has been given, in the present paper, of the reasons which Professor Badano has assigned for believing that the twenty-four quantities which have been called H are all symmetric·)* functions of the five roots of the equation of the fifth degree ; and that those quantities are connected by certain relations among themselves, which would, if valid, conduct to the following expression for resolving an equation of that degree, analogous to the known radical expressions for the solution of less elevated equations :i5=κ1 + √x2+W3 + √a4+Vκ,'- ∙jκi + √{x5 + √xβ+^zx7 + √k8+^a7 -+ √{λ∙5 + √xβ+ey⅛7 + √Aβ+^x,-√xβ} + √{x5 + √xβ+W7 + √as+⅛∖⅛% - √∕⅛But it has been shewn, in the foregoing articles, that at least some of the relations here referred to, between the twenty-four quantities H, do not in general exist; since we have not, for example, the relation of equality between Hi and ∕∕6, which would be required, in order to justify the substitution of a single symbol Ki for these two quantities. It has also been shewn that each of these two unequal quantities, ∕∕4 and ¾, in general changes its value, when the arrangement of the five roots of the original equation is changed in a suitable manner: and that H1, H13, Hl3, are also unequal, and change their values, at least in the example above chosen. And thus it appears, to the writer of the present paper, that the investigations now submitted to the Academy, by establishing (as in his opinion they do) the failure of this new and elegant attempt of an ingenious Italian analyst, have thrown some additional light on the impossibility (though otherwise proved before) of resolving the general equation of the fifth degree by any finite combination of radicals and rational functions.* Professor Badano’s rule is, to substitute, in each H, for each power of x,, the fifth part of the sum of the corresponding powers of the five roots, x,,...,xf∙, and he proposes to extend the same method to equations of all higher degrees.j∙ ‘Dunque le H sono quantité costanti sotto la sostituzione di qualunque radice delΓequazione., To show that the constancy, thus asserted, does not exist, has been the chief object proposed in the present paper; to which the writer has had opportunities of making some additions, since it was first communicated to the Academy.
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